PRESS RELEASE

Groundbreaking applications for large-format 3D printing:
BigRep demonstrates 3D printing innovations at formnext
Berlin, 14 November 2017 – Berlin-based 3D printing company BigRep will exhibit its worldleading large-scale 3D printers at formnext in Frankfurt am Main, from 14-17 November.
The BigRep booth will showcase a host of innovative 3D printing applications utlizing its
printers, developed by brands such as Audi, Deutsche Bahn, Steelcase, Villeroy & Boch and
more.
Now in production with its partner Heidelberger Druckmaschinen, the BigRep STUDIO will be
on display to showcase large-format 3D printing capabilities in a frame small enough for all
workspaces and businesses. BigRep’s one-cubic-meter volume printer The ONE will also be
in action on the booth, showing the potential for end-use spare parts manufacturing.
Since its launch in 2014, BigRep has become one of the world-leading 3D printing solutions
companies, proudly engineering and manufacturing workhorse 3D printers in Germany.

Key BigRep events taking place during formnext:

Additive Manufacturing for Mobility – a dynamic session with Deutsche Bahn
BigRep CEO René Gurka, will host a talk with the Managing Director of ‘Mobility goes Additive’
(Deutsche Bahn), Stefanie Brickwede, on Tuesday 14th November at 14:00, at the BigRep
booth. Gurka and Brickwede will discuss the exciting DB-BigRep collaboration to produce
end-use spare parts using large-format 3D printing. The project tackles the question: How can
established, traditional industries successfully navigate the digital age?

BigRep CEO presenting new applications that will shift global manufacturing
At 14:45 on Tuesday 14th November, BigRep CEO René Gurka will present on large-scale
additive manufacturing for industrial applications. From the TCT Introducing stage, Gurka will
explore the innovation opportunities that cutting-edge 3D printing technologies present to
aerospace, automotive, shipping, and other global industries.

Meet & Greet at the BigRep Booth – formnext celebratory drinks
In association with 3YOURMIND and DyeMansion, BigRep will be hosting a meet & greet
drinks at its booth on Tuesday 14th November, from 18:00. BigRep is delighted to invite press
and formnext attendees for a demonstration of its 3D printers and an informal chat about how
its advanced technology is helping global businesses and industries to innovate.

To arrange an interview with BigRep CEO René Gurka, or for more information on BigRep
and its solutions, please contact:
Maik Dobberack
BigRep PR & Communications
T: +49 30 208 4826-38
E: m.dobberack@bigrep.com
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